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Knowlegde: Becoming aware of hazard and related risks
Interest: Developing a curiosity and wanting to know more about hazards and
Desire: Actively wanting to get ready for hazard and need to know how that  can be
Actions: Taking the necessary steps to prepare for hazards

Self learning
Education/training

School teachers
NGO/NPO staff
Community leaders
Government staff
Researchers
Organization/Company
Citizen
Students
    Elementray school
    Junior high school
    High school

    Graduate school or higher

Others (Explain using "Remarks".)

Students
    Elementray school
    Junior high school
    High school
    College/University
    Graduate school or higher

Citizen

Implementation Oriented Technolgy (IOT)
Process Technology (PT)
Transferable Indigenous Knowledge (TIK)

Type

Direct user

Focus of this information
- This categorization is expressed on

http://drh.bosai.go.jp/forum/ondrh

Aims of education/training

- Details on the terms are in
http://www.iedm.ges.kyoto-
u.ac.jp/2011%20update%20files/ne
w%20reports/2010/1-2-3.pdf

Target user

- Multi-selection is
allowed.

- Indicate only
Direct user in case
of Self learning type

- Indicate both of
Direct user and
Trainee/indirect
user in case of
education/trainig
type

Technology-Education Linkage Through Disaster Reduction Hyperbase
Information of Education/Training tool 

Trainee/Indi
rect User

# Remarks

# Remarks

Proposer informartion

Title

    College/University

Organization staff/Officer
Local regidents

Others (Explain using "Remarks".)
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Hazards

- Multi-selection is allowed.

- Multi-hazard approach:
Initiatives that focus on the
combined risks of all hazards
likely to occur in a given region.

Earthquake
Tsunami
Volcanic eruption
Landslide
Mudflow
Dust storm
Cold wave
Heat wave
Zud
Cyclone/ Typhoon 
Storm surge
Flood
Flash flood
Glacial Lake Outburst Flood (GLOF)
Snow avalanches
Epidemic
Wildfire
Drought
Desertification
Climate Change Impact
Land degradation
Multi-hazard (Multi-hazard approach)
Others (Explain using the blank space below. Other hazards, disaster chains, etc.)
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Media/Material

Type of education/training

̺ Multi-selection is allowed.

References
(DRH ID and/or other materials)

Remarks

Lecture
Experiment
Training Camp
Group discussion
Field trip
Appreciation
Self learning

Articles

# Remarks

Others (Explain using "Remarks".)

Textbook
Lecgture note

Guideline
Pamphlet
Self learning book
Poster
Map
Movie
Photos
Illustration/Cartoon
Game

# Remarks
Ex lain usin  "Remarks".Others ( p g )

Presentation

# Remarks
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